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CYCLE

COURSE DESCRIPTIONS
BASIC COURSES
Course name: SELECTED TOPICS IN ALGEBRA (1)
Number of ECTS credits: 6
Content:
Actual research topics are presented from the field of algebra which among others include the
following areas:
- group theory,
- ring theory,
- field theory.
Course name: SELECTED TOPICS IN ANALYSIS (1)
Number of ECTS credits: 6
Content:
Lectures are given on the most current research topics in the areas of analysis, among others, may
include the following topics
- Fourier analysis
- Analysis on manifolds
- Vector analysis. Gauss' and Stokes' theorem.

Course name: SELECTED TOPICS IN DISCRETE MATHEMATICS (1)
Number of ECTS credits: 6
Content:
Predavajo se najpomembnejše raziskovalno aktualne teme iz področja diskretne matematike, ki med
drugimi lahko vključujejo naslednja vsebinska podpodročja
- Teorija konfiguracij
- Teorija grafov
- Algebraične metode v teoriji grafov,
- Teorija velikih omrežij in analiza,
- Učenje na omrežjih,
- Slučajni sprehodi na grafih,
- Svetovni splet kot graf.

Course name: SELECTED TOPICS IN FINANCIAL MATHEMATICS (1)
Number of ECTS credits: 6
Content:
Mathematics of life insurance.
- Interest, the current value.
- The principle of equivalence.
- Models of survival.
- Determination of net premiums.
- Determination of the net mathematical reserves.
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-

Risk management in life insurance.

Market models.
- The types of securities.
- Stochastic models of markets.
- The concept of strategy.
Asset management.
- The dimensions of risk.
- The optimal strategy for one period.
- Dynamic strategies.
- CAPM model.
Options.
- The types of options.
- The principle of arbitration.
- The protection and the basic theorem of valuating options.
- European and American options.
- Exotic options.
- Practical aspects of security.
Models of interest rates.
- The importance of stochastic modeling.
- Basic models of current interest rates.
- Options on interest rates.
Course name: SELECTED TOPICS IN CRYPTOGRAPHY (1)
Number of ECTS credits: 6
Content:
The modern society heavily relies on secure telecommunication and electronic commerce over the
Internet. The internet also provides an easy access to various data bases. The smart cards were
revolutionary cryptographic primitives with possibility of some moderate computing on a small-sized
footprint. Its application area includes e.g. health care, education and is constantly expanding.
Cryptography is a science that offers us practical solutions for security and protection of the
information, thus it is regarded as one of the major security mechnisms today (goals: secrecy,
message integrity, electronic signatures, digital cash, and other cryptographic protocols; Field:
mathematics, computer science, electrotechnics, finance, politics, military, etc. ) The course will cover
the following topics:
(A) Symmetric ciphers
(B) Public key cryptography
(C) Digital signatures
(D) Cryptographic protocols
(E) Algorithmic number theory
(F) Hash functions
(G) Algebraic attacks
(A) Symmetric ciphers
Stream ciphers
Analysis of some particular ciphers such as RC4
Generic attacks on block ciphers
Cryptanalysis of specific block ciphers e.g. AES
The use of block and stream ciphers
Pseudo-random number generators
Cryptanalysis of 3-DES
Cryptanalysis of DESX-a
Cryptanalysis of pseudo-random number generators
(B) Public key cryptography
RSA attacks
Attacks on ElGammal cryptosystems
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Pseudo-random number generators using discrete algorithms (analysis of linear and quadratic
congruence generators and some weeknesses w.r.t to their use in DSA (Digital Signature
Algorithm)
XTR (PKC of Lenstra et al.)
NTRU a new PKC standard
LUC (public key cryptosystem without using operation of exponentiation)
McEliece cryptosystem with Goppa codes
(C) Digital signatures
Blind signatures
Group signatures
One-time signatures
(D) Various cryptographic protocols
Digital cash
Anonimity
Shared security
Mental poker over the phone
Resiliant functions
Kleptography (steling information securely)
Key escrow ( is an arrangement in which the keys needed to decrypt encrypted data are held
in escrow so that, under certain circumstances, an authorized third party may gain access to
those keys)
Visual cryptography (and Hadamard matrices)
Identification schemes
(E) Algorithmic number theory
Optimal computation in finite fields
Polynomial basis
Normal bases (e.g. optamal normal bases or Chebishev basis)
Transformation of different basis in finite fields GF(pn)
Integer factorization
Pollard's rho-method for factorization
Factorization of polynomials
Generation of prime numbers
Probabilistic primality tests (e.g. with elliptic curves)
Prime factorization is in P ?
Discrete log problem (DLP)
Pollard's rho method for DLP
Floyd's algorithm
(F) Hash functions
Description and analysis of hash functions HMAC
Description and analysis of hash functions RIPEMD
(G) Attacks
- Methods using the birthday paradox (which is used in cryptanalysis of both symmetric and
asymmetric cryptosystems).

Course name: SELECTED TOPICS IN MATHEMATICAL STATISTICS (1)
Number of ECTS credits: 6
Content:
The course includes most important research and actual areas in mathematical statistics, which may
include the following topics:
Sufficient estimators
Definition of sufficient estimator.
Factorization theorem.
Optimality in estimation of parameters
Unbiased estimators.
The concept of optimum estimator.
Cramér-Rao theorem.
Optimum estimators
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Course name: MOLECULAR MODELING COURSE
Number of ECTS credits: 6
Content:
Basic concepts of molecular modeling
Introduction to Quantum Mechanics calculation
Modern ab-initio and DFT quantum methods
Methods of molecular mechanics
Potential fields and molecular mechanics
Computer simulation methods
Methods for molecular dynamics simulation
Methods for Monte Carlo simulations
Using methods of molecular modeling in chemistry, pharmacy, biophysics, in the detection
and design of new molecules, etc.

Course name: SELECTED TOPICS IN FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS
Number of ECTS credits: 6
Content:
Lectures are given on the most current research topics in the areas of analysis. They may include
among others, the following contents
The topological vector spaces. Generalized sequences.
Weak * compactness.
Operators on Banach and Hilbert space.
Banach algebra, C * algebras and von Neumann algebras.

Course name: MATHEMATICAL PRACTICUM
Number of ECTS credits: 6
Content:
The following topics will be included:
1. Wolfram Mathematica
- elementary calculations, graphs,
- solving standard problems from analysis, linear algebra, differential equations, etc.
- drawing (explicit, implicit, parametric presentation of objects),
- creating interactive and dynamic drawings.
- graphical presentation of NDE and PDE solutions.
- selected topics.
2. MATLAB or Octave
- elementary calculations
- built-in functions
- working with matrices
- import and export between MATLAB/Octave and other formats
- visualization (drawing different objects)
- programming (writing m functions)
- Error handling
- Toolboxes in MATLAB
- solving real problems with MATLAB or Octave
3. Blender
- basics of the program
- getting to know the user interface
- 3D modeling
- basics of animation
- video conversion
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ELECTIVE COURSES
Course name: ALGEBRAIC COMBINATORICS
Number of ECTS credits: 6
Content:
Current research topics are presented from the field of algebra which among others maz include the
following areas:
spectral graph theory;
automorphism groups of graphs;
symmetries of graphs;
graphs with transitive automorphism groups (vertex-transitive, edge-transitive, arc-transitive
and distance-transitive graphs).
strongly regular graphs via algebraic methods.
Course name: ELLIPTIC CURVES IN CRYPTOGRAPHY
Number of ECTS credits: 6
Content:
The aim of this course is to introduce the theory of elliptic curves for practical applications in public
key cryptosystems. Firstly, the standard discrete log problem is discussed and other discrete
structures for implementing public key cryptography are elaborated. We will consider elliptic curves
over the prime fields of characteristic 2 (binary prime fields), which gives a rise to an efficient hardware
implementation; but also elliptic curves over the prime fields of odd characteristic will be considered.
The following topics will be covered in details.
Practical cryptography
The use of finite fields
Polynomial factorization over finite fields
Recursive and efficient constructions of irreducible polynomials
Irreducibility of compositional polynomials
Normal basis and distribution of normal elements
Algortihms for the construction of normal elements
Optimal normal basis, introduction to construction
Discrete log problem
Elliptic curves over finite fields
Cryptosystems using elliptic curves
Discrete log problem on elliptic curves and supersingular curves
Number of points on elliptic curves
Course name: PHILOSOPHY
Number of ECTS credits: 3
Content:
The origins of Western philosophical thought: the beginnings of philosophy in ancient Greece; key
characteristics of philosophy and differences between philosophy, religion and science, and
between Western, Asian and other reflections on world and man; distinctions between main
Western philosophical and cultural traditions. The subject of philosophy.
Antiquity: origins of culture; pre-Socratic philosophy, Socrates, Plato, Aristotle and Hellenic
philosophy. The doctrine of being and theory of knowledge.
Middle ages, Renaissance and Humanism: Social and conceptual origins of the middle ages and
its historical frame. Nicolas Copernicus, Johannes Kepler, Francis Bacon, Erasmus of Rotterdam
and Michel de Montaigne. Historical types of philosophy.
Early modern philosophy and Enlightenment: René Descartes, Thomas Hobbes and David Hume.
Philosophical and historical background of enlightenment and its historical consequences:
Voltaire, Jean-Jacques Rousseau and Immanuel Kant. Social philosophy.
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Romanticism and 19th Century: The role of art and culture; national culture. G.W.F. Hegel, Arthur
Schopenhauer; August Comte; Karl Marx; Friedrich Nietzsche. Philosophical axiology and
anthropology.
Philosophical and cultural currents in 20th Century: existential phenomenology (Martin Heidegger
and Maurice Merleau-Ponty) and eksistencializem (Jean-Paul Sartre); psychoanalysis and
surrealism. Logics and analytical philosophy (Ludwig Wittgenstein). The Frankfurt school;
hermeneutics, structuralism. Karl Popper and his critics. Philosophy and science.

Course name: HEALTHCARE FINANCING
Number of ECTS credits: 6
Content:
Health.
definition of the term;
indicators of the health of the population.
Public and private.
sources of financing health care;
role of the coexistence of public and private health care funding.
Health care systems.
Bismarck's system of compulsory health insurance;
Beveridge’s national health care system;
commercial health insurance system;
Classification of health insurances.
Public compulsory health insurance.
historical data on development;
Nature of the compulsory health insurance;
Issues and trends.
Private health insurance.
insurance activity;
Risk factors and determination of the premium;
Issues and trends.
Case studies.
increase expenditure on health care and control of growth;
private health insurance offer;
absence from work due to illness or injury;
financing of health insurance and longevity;
other actual themes.

Course name: GEOMETRY AND TOPOLOGY
Number of ECTS credits: 3
Content:
Geometry and Topology of Manifolds:
i) General Topology (open and closed subsets, connectedness, separability axioms, compactness);
ii) Topological Manifolds, Smooth Manifolds, smooth functions and mappings;
iii) Tangent vector, tangent space, Differential; regular mappings
iv) Local Structure of regular mappings, immersions, embeddings, Whitney Theorem;
v) Orientation and Orientability;
vi) Classification of 2 dimensional closed manifolds;
vii) Tensor Algebra;
viii) Differential forms;
ix) De Rham Cohomologies;
x) Affine Connection, Covariant Derivative, Parallel Transport, Geodesics;
xi) Riemannian Geometry.
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Course name: GEOMETRIC MEASURE THEORY
Number of ECTS credits: 3
Content:
Measures on sigma algebras: An overview/review of the properties of measurable sets and
measures. The completion of a measure/sigma algebra. Borel sigma algebra.
Caratheodory outer measures, Borel measure, regular measures, Lebesgue measure:
Caratheodory's theorem, Lebesgue-Stieltjes measures and increasing right-continuous functions.
Measurable functions: An overview/review of the properties of measurable functions.
Lebesgue integral, Fubini Theorem: An overview/review of the properties of Lebesgue integral of
positive/complex functions. Product measure and Fubini theorem. The n-dimensional Lebesgue
measure.
Covering theorems: Vitali and Besicovitch Theorems
Derivatives of measures: Pointwise derivative of a complex measure with respect to the Lebesgue
measure, Functions of bounded variation, Absolutely continuous functions, The Newton–Leibniz
formula
Hausdorff measure and Hausdorff dimension: basic properties, relation between Hausdorff and
Lebesgue measure
Lipschitz mappings: basic properties, relation with Hausdorff measure
Daniell integral: A construction of measures by means of integrals.

Course name: GEOMETRIC ASPECTS IN DISCRETE DYNAMICAL SYSTEMS
Number of ECTS credits: 6
Content:
Lectures are given on the most current research topics in the field of dynamical systems, which may
include the topics of:
1. Basic discrete dynamics. Difference equations. The logistic equation. Classification of fixed points.
Linearization and Hartman-Grobman theorem. Lyapunov function and Lyapunov exponent. Stable and
unstable manifolds.
2. Period doubling and chaos. Hyperbolic systems and Arnold's cat map. Heteroclinic orbits and
Smale horseshoe.
3. Polynomial iteration in the complex plane and on the Riemann sphere. Julia, Fatou and Mandelbrot
sets. Fatou-Bieberbach domains in C^2.
4. Morse theory, nondegenerate critical points. Gradient flow and topology of level sets. Manifolds as
CW complexes. Complex manifolds and CW structure of Stein manifolds.
5. Riemannian manifolds. Connections and geodesics. Curvature tensor, sectional and Ricci
curvature. Geodesic flow.

Course name: GEOMETRICAL OPTIMIZATION PROBLEMS
Number of ECTS credits: 3
Content:
(1) Graph Theory. Trees, spanning trees, Kirchhoff Theorem, Minimal Spanning Trees, Kruskal
Algorithm.
(2) Reachability Problem and Short Paths Problem, an algebraic approach. Idempotent semi-rings,
inductive ordered sets, Fixed Point Theorem, Closed semi-rings, linear equations in semi-rings,
applications to graph optimizations problems
(3) Euclidean Minimal Spanning Trees, Delaunay triangulations and Voronoi diagrams.
(4) Shortest trees in the Euclidean plane. Fermat problem. Local structure, Melzak-Weng algorithm.
Gilbert-Pollack conjecture and Steiner ratio.
(5) Relations between possible structure of minimal networks and boundary set geometry.
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(6) Planar graphs. Pontryagin-Kuratowskii Theorem, Wagner Theorem. Linear embeddings with given
angles.
Course name: GROUPS, COVERS AND MAPS
Number of ECTS credits: 6
Content:
Group action (homomorphisms and auto- morphisms of actions, invariant groups of an action).
Covers, lift of automorphisms and group extension (covering projection, reconstruction via
voltage group, regular covering projection, lift and projection of automorphisms, necessary
and sufficient conditions for lifting with the help of the voltage group, lift of automorphisms in
regular abelian covers, examples for cyclic and $(\ZZ_p \times \ZZ_p)$-covers, group
extension and the structure of the lifted group, geo-metrical split extensions.
Action graphs (homomorphism of actions and covering projections of action graphs).
Maps (concept of a map on a compact surface, algebraic maps, triangular groups and
cristallo-graphic groups of orientable algebraic maps, representation with the action graph
and Schre-ier representation, homomorphisms and auto-morphisms of oriantable algebraic
maps, topo-logical interpretation, regular homomorphisms, Riemann-Hurwitz formula and its
applications, lift and projection of automorphisms).
Maps with a high degree of symmetry (regular orientable maps, constructions, classification
problem, orientable Cayley maps, necessary and sufficient conditions for regularity, group of
automorphisms as rotation product, genus of a group, Hurwitz theorem, groups of small
genus).

Course name: SELECTED TOPICS IN ALGEBRA (2)
Number of ECTS credits: 6
Content:
Lectures are given on the most current research topics in the field of algebra, which may include the
topics of
Representations
Non-associative algebras
Group action
Group rings
Schur rings

Course name: SELECTED TOPICS IN PARTIAL DIFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
Number of ECTS credits: 6
Content:
Lectures are given on the most current research topics in the areas of analysis. They may include
among others, the following contents:
-

-

Partial differential equations (First order partial differential equations and method of
characterisctics.One and two-dimensional wave equation . Fourier method. D'Alembert solution.
Heat equation. Laplace equation on two dimensions.Classification of second order partial
differential equations.)
Distributions (definition and examples, solutions of ODE and PDE with distributions)

Course name: SELECTED TOPICS IN DYNAMICAL SYSTEMS
Number of ECTS credits: 6
Content:
1. Linear and nonlinear systems, qualitative analysis, basic existence and uniquenes theorems for
systems, maximal interval of existence, reparametrization, dependence on parameters.
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2. Phase portraits of autonomous systems. classification of critical points, stability theory, Lyapunov
method. Periodic motions and cycles in the real plane. Non-hyperbolic points of analytic systems in
the real plane. Critical points of Hamiltonian systems.
Course name: SELECTED TOPICS IN DISCRETE MATHEMATICS (2)
Number of ECTS credits: 6
Content:
The most current research topics in discrete mathematics will be taught, which may include, among
others, the following topical subsections:
Hypergraph theory
Design theory
Matroid theory
Discrete methods in geometry
Algebraic methods in discrete mathematics

Course name: SELECTED TOPICS IN COMPLEX ANALYSIS
Number of ECTS credits: 6
Content:
Lectures are given on the most current research topics in the field of complex analysis, which may
include the topics of:
-

-

Holomorphic, harmonic, subharmonic functions (Cauchy integral formula for holomophic and non
holomorphic functions. Schwarz lemma. Automorphisms of the unit disc. Compatness and
convergence in the space of holomorphic functions. Normal families. Montel's theorem. Riemann
mapping theorem. Weierstrass, Runge and Mittag-Leffler theorems. Interpolation. Harmonic and
subharmonic functions. Laplace operator. Poisson kernel and solutions to Dirichlet problem on the
disc.)
Holomorphic functions of several variables (Definition and examples, Reinhardt domains, Hartogh
theorem and analytic continuation, holomorphic convexity and approximation with entire functions)

Course name: SELECTED TOPICS IN MATHEMATICAL STATISTICS (2)
Number of ECTS credits: 6
Content:
At the lectures the students will learn the most current research topics in the field of mathematical
statistics, which may the following subfields:
Optimality theory in testing hypotheses
Neyman-Person’s lemma.
Uniformly most powerful tests.
Asymptotic properties of estimators
Consistent estimators.
Asymptotic normality of the MLE estimators.
Course name: SELECTED TOPICS IN NUMERICAL MATHEMATICS
Number of ECTS credits: 6
Content:
Basic actual research topics are considered from several fields of numerical mathematics, such as:
-

Approximation of functions.
Numerical analysis of ordinary differential equations
Numerical analysis of partial differential equations
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-

Numerical methods for large linear systems and
Numerical methods for large eigenvalue problems.
Large scale numerical optimization
Bezier curves and surfaces

Course name: SELECTED TOPICS IN THEORY OF ASSOCIATION SCHEMES
Number of ECTS credits: 6
Content:
The most important research topics in the field of association schemes are taught, which may among
others include the following substantive subsections
Association scheme (basic definitions, Bose-Mesner algebra, Krein’s parameters and
primitive and imprimitive association schemes, metric and cometric association schemes).
Distance-regular graphs (basic definitions, distance-regular graphs as metric association
schemes, the intersection numbers of, eigenvalues, primitive and imprimitive distance-regular
graphs and Q-polynomial distance-regular graphs, a family of classical distance-regular
graphs).

Course name: SELECTED TOPICS IN THEORY OF FINITE GEOMETRIES
Number of ECTS credits: 6
Content:
Actual research topics are presented from the field of algebra which among others include the
following areas:
affine planes
projectivne planes
Desargues and Pappus theorem
collineations and correlations
curves of degree 2 and conics
near linear spaces
linear spaces
affine and projective spaces
generalized quadrangles
Course name: SELECTED TOPICS IN NUMBER THEORY
Number of ECTS credits: 6
Content:
The most current research topics in the field of number theory are taught, which, among others may
include the following sections:
Diophantine equations,
Algebraic geometry,
Additive number theory,
Algebraic number theory

Course name: SELECTED TOPICS IN TOPOLOGY
Number of ECTS credits: 6
Content:
Lectures about the most current research topics in topology, which may include the following content
subsections
manifolds and Riemann manifolds
Algebraic topology
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Course name: SELECTED TOPICS IN COMPUTING METHODS AND APPLICATIONS
Number of ECTS credits: 6
Content:
Hamiltonian Systems
Numerical Integration Methods and Algorithms
Lie Formalism
Symplectic Integration Methods
Numerical Experiments
Course name: CHAOTIC DYNAMICAL SYSTEMS
Number of ECTS credits: 6
Content:
Lectures are given on the most current research topics in the field of chaoticaly dynamical systems,
which may include the following topics:
One dimensional dynamical systems (basic definitions, structural stability, Šarkovsky’s
theorem, bifurcation theory, homocline points, the theory of kneading).
Multi-dimensional dynamical systems (attractors, Hopf bifurcation, Henon mapping).
Julia set, Mandelbrot set.

Course name: CHARACTERS OF FINITE GROUPS
Number of ECTS credits: 6
Content:
Actual research topics are presented from the field of algebra which among others include the
following areas:
algebras, modules and representations;
group characters;
tensor product;
induced characters;
Frobenius and Burnside theorem.
Course name: COMBINATORIAL AND CONVEX GEOMETRIES
Number of ECTS credits: 6
Content:
Classical results and actual research topics are presented from the field of combinatorial and convex
geometry which among others include the following areas
Convex sets supporting hyperplanes, separation theorems
Helly's Theorem and its applications
Facial structure of convex polytopes, cyclic polytopes
Euler-Poincare formula, regular polytopes
Sphere packings, density problems
Theorem of Erdős and Szekeres
Partitioning of ${\bf R}^d$ by hyperplanes
Illumination problems, connection to coding theory
Borsuk’s partition problem
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Course name: COMBINED QUANTUM AND CLASSICAL METHODS FOR MOLECULAR
SIMULATIONS
Number of ECTS credits: 6
Content:
Basics of quantum mechanics
Ab-initio quantum-chemical methods
Density Functional Theory
Kohn-Sham theory
atoms and molecules
Basics of Classical Mechanics
The theory of the potential fields
Methods for the QM / MM simulations
Application of methods for the combined quantum-classical simulations
Course name: CRYPTOGRAPHIC HASH FUNCTIONS AND BLOCK CHAINS
Number of ECTS credits: 6
Content:
Cryptographic hash functions are useful cryptographic primitive which enables various cryptographic
services and protocols to be efficiently implemented. In the first place, they are inevitable part for
generating so-called message digest which is a compressed binary image of fixed size for any
arbitrary message. A typical application that includes hash functions is generation of digital signature
which relates the signed message to the signer. Quite recently, hash functions have received a lot of
attention due to their use in block chain technology and in particular for implementing bitcoins.
The purpose of this course is to give rather detailed treatment of both design and security of hash
functions. This naturally includes their application so-called MACs (Message authentication Codes)
which are essentially keyed hash functions. The recent application of hash functions in block chain
technology will be also considered on a popular level.
The content of the course can be summarized as follows:
The main properties of cryptographic hash functions
Generic model for iterated/tree hash functions
Design methods of hash functions and implementation aspects
Security analysis of hash functions and some generic cryptanalytic approaches
Modern design of hash functions and standards
MAC – design and security
Block chain technology with focus on hash functions

Course name: LIE GROUPS AND LIE ALGEBRAS
Number of ECTS credits: 3
Content:
1. Concept of Lie group, main examples. Lie algebras, Lie algebra of a Lie group.
2. Morphisms of Lie groups and induced morphisms of Lie algebras. Subgroups. Cartan Theorem.
3. Actions of Lie groups. Theorem on actions. Corollaries. Orbits and Stabilizers.
4. Representations of Lie groups, induced representations of Lie algebras.
5. Godeman Theorem. Quotients of Lie groups. Corollaries: transitive actions, pre-images of
subgroups, intersection of subgroups.
6. First Lie Theorem.
7. One-parametric subgroups. Exponential mapping. Relation to exponential mapping from differential
geometry.
8. General properties of connected and simply connected Lie groups. Theorem on simply connected
covering Lie group.
9. Second Lie Theorem.
10. Semi-simple Lie algebras.
11. Construction of semi-direct products of Lie groups and Lie algebras.
12. Bott and Gurevich Theorems from algebraic topology. Third Lie Theorem.
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13. Classification of Compact Lie groups.

Course name: MATHEMATICAL MODELLING
Number of ECTS credits: 6
Content:
Lectures are given on the most current research topics in the field of mathematical modeling, which
may include the following topics:
Optimization (Minimum, Maximum and Saddle Points. Taylor Formula for Scalar Fields. Types
of Stationary Points. Constrained Extrema. Discrete Catenary. Newton's Method. Method of
Continuous Variations. Truss Balance.)
Calculus of Variations (Standard Variation. Isoperimetric Problem. Truss Oscillation. Rotation
of Axes. Shape of Rotating Rope.)
Torsion (Navier's Equation. Tension Load.)
Statistics (χ2 test. Impartial Evaluation. Statistical Simulations.)
Combinatorial Optimization (Optimization Problems. Transportation Problem. Shortest Path in
a Graph. Maximum Flow Problem. Travelling Salesman Problem. Combinatorial Optimization.)
Linear programming (Linear Programm. Artificial Rudders. Log Sawing. Nonstandard Linear
Programming. Terminology. Combinatorial Nature of Linear programming. Simplex Method.)
Sawing (Formulation of the Problem. Algorithm. Backpack Problem.)
Duality Problem (Definition of Duality. Duality Theorem. Optimality of The Simplex Method.)
Algebraic Graph Theory (Concept of the Graph. Network. Subspaces Theorem. Cycles and
Co-cycles. Dimensions of Subspaces C and K. Basis in K. Solving Equations Ax=χ. Basis in
C.)
Out of Kilter (Problem. Reduction to Circular Flows. Duality. Minty's Theorem.)
Course name: MATHEMATICAL FINANCES IN REAL TIME
Number of ECTS credits: 6
Content:
Stochastic differential equations
- Formulation and definition of solutions.
- Existence and uniqueness of solutions.
Valuation through arbitrage
- Asset price models.
- Contingent claims.
- Hedging in continuous time.
- Girsanov theorem and change of measure.
- Martingale representation theorem.
- Valuation of options in the Black0Scholes model.
- Greeks.
- Americal options.
Term structure models
- Models for term structure.
- Valuation of term structure options.

Course name: MATHEMATICAL TOPICS IN FOREIGN LANGUAGE
Number of ECTS credits: 6
Content:
Actual research topics are presented from the field of algebra which among others include the
following areas:
algebra,
analysis,
discrete mathematics,
financial mathematics,
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-

cryptography,
extensive computational methods and applications,
statistics.

Course name: MOLECULAR DYNAMICS SIMULATION METHODS
Number of ECTS credits: 6
Content:
Models for molecular simulation
Newtonian dynamics
Hamiltonian dynamics
Classification of dynamical systems
Numerical integration methods and algorithms
Lie formalism
Symplectic methods for molecular dynamics
Molecular dynamics simulations of temperature and pressure konstatni
Deals with static properties of molecular systems
Consideration of the dynamic properties of molecular systems
Using simulation methods for molecular dynamics

Course name: MOLECULAR GRAPHICS
Number of ECTS credits: 6
Content:
Overview of computer systems for molecular modelling
Overview of Computer Graphics
Molecular visualization
Geometric optimization
Modern computer programs for molecular graphics
Graphical manipulation of molecules and molecular systems

Course name: COMPUTER AIDED GEOMETRIC DESIGN
Number of ECTS credits: 3
Content:
Polynomials and splines
Bézier curves
Bézier surfaces
Rational Bézier curves and surfaces
B-splines and NURBS
Other ways of representing curves and surfaces in Computer aided geometric design

Course name: SYMMETRY AND TRAVERSABILITY IN GRAPHS
Number of ECTS credits: 6
Content:
The most important current research topics in the field of symmetries and transitions on graphs are
taught. L. Lovasz (1969) has asked whether every connected vertex transitive graph admits a
Hamiltonian path. We will introduce this still open problem, connecting seemingly unrelated concept of
symmetry and transversal of graphs. Specifically, we will touch the following topics:
-

A brief review of necessary algebraic graph theory and permutation group theory
the traveling salesman problem: a historical perspective
Hamiltonicity of vertex transitive graphs of specific orders
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-

Hamiltonicity of Cayley graphs.
Hamiltonicity of cubic graphs
Lovasz problem: attempt of looking into the future

Course name: STOCHASTIC PROCESSES
Number of ECTS credits: 6
Content:
Preliminaries from analysis, Stieltjes integral, function with bounded total variation.
Mertingales, optional sampling theorem, maximal inequalities, Dood’s inequality.
Brownian motion: construction of Brownian motion, properties of trajectories, Markov property, the
reflection principle, martingales related to Brownian motion.
Itô integral, Itô isometry, proporties of integral. Itô formula, localiyation theorem, local martingales,
quadratic variation, generalization to martingale integrands.

Course name: GAME THEORY
Number of ECTS credits: 6
Content:
The problems of decision making in strategic situations.
Basic concepts of game theory: players, moves, income, matrix game with two players.
Games in normal form: dominating moves, the best answer, Nash balance, mixed moves, the
Nash balance existence, important examples.
Games in normal form in practice: modeling, human decision making.
Dynamic games, games in the branched form: strategies, Nash balance, reversible induction,
undergames, perfect balance of undergames.
Repeated games: endless recurrence, final recurrence, the People's theorem.
Dynamic games in practice: differences between theory and human decision making.
Deciding without common knowledge: dynamic games with incomplete information, sequential
balance.
Evolution game theory.

Course name: CODING THEORY
Number of ECTS credits: 6
Content:
The course covers the most important topics in coding theory, that includes (among others) the topics
below:
- mathematical basics (groups, rings, ideals, vector spaces, finite fields)
- basic concepts in coding theory
- algebraic methods for construction of error-correcting codes
- Hamming codes
- Linear codes
- Binary Golay codes
- Cyclic codes
- BCH codes
- Reed-Solomon codes
- Bounds (Hamming, Singleton, Johnsson bound, ...)

Course name: THEORY OF FINITE FIELDS
Number of ECTS credits: 6
Content:
Lectures are given on the most current research topics in the field of finite fields, which may include
the topics of
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Structure of Finite Fields
Polynomials over Finite Fields
Polynomial Factorization
Equations over Finite Fields
Finite Fields and their Applications

Course name: MEASURE THEORY
Number of ECTS credits: 6
Content:
The course consists of most relevant subjects in measure theory, which may include:
- The concept of measureability. σ-algebra of measurable sets. Measurable functions. Borel
sets and Borel measurable functions. Measureability of limit functions. Simple functions.
- Integral of nonnegative measurable functions and complex measurable functions. Fatou's
lemma. Lebesgue's monotone convergence theorem and Lebesgue's dominated convergence
theorem. Sets with measure zero and the concept of equality almost everywhere. Lp spaces.
- Positive Borel measures. Support of a function. Riesz's representation theorem for positive
linear functional on algebra of continuous functions with compact support. Regularity of
Borelovih measures. Lebesgu's measure.
- Approximation of a measurable function with continuous function. Lusin's theorem.
- Complex measures. Total variation. Absolute continuity. Lebesgue-Radon-Nikodym's theorem.
Lp spaces as reflexive Banach spaces.
- Measure differentiability, symmetrical derivative of a measure. Absolute continuous functions
and fundamental theorem of calculus. Theorem on new variables in integration.
- Product measure and Fubini's theorem. Completion of product Lebesgue measures.
Course name: THEORY OF PERMUTATION GROUPS
Number of ECTS credits: 6
Content:
Actual research topics are presented from the field of algebra which among others include the
following areas:
- group actions;
- orbits and stabilizers;
- extensions to multiply transitive groups;
- primitivity and imprimitivity;
- permutation groups and graphs;
- automorphisms of graphs, Cayley graphs;
- graphs with a high degree of symmetry;
- permutation groups and designs.
Course name: PROJECT MANAGEMENT
Number of ECTS credits: 3
Content:
Course content will consist of three sections:
National and EU funding programs of basic and applied research
- Types and methods of financing national and international projects
- Search for calls
- Participation in international networks and partner search
Acquisition, management and implementation of projects
- Project Cycle
- Project management
- Planning the project activities
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Implementation of the project
Evaluation of the project

From project idea to project
- Project Idea
- General and specific objectives
- Activities
- Project partners
- Plan activities - goals, duration, partners involved, results, milestones, dependencies
- Gantt chart
- Determination of costs
- Consortia agreements of the project partners

Course name: INTRODUCTION TO PUBLIC-KEY CRYPTOGRAPHY
Number of ECTS credits: 6
Content:
In 1976 Diffie and Hellman invented the concept of public key cryptography which is an essential
cryptographic primitive for key exchange and secure (encrypted) communication. The emergance of
public key cryptography affected positively the overall use of cryptography due to the simplicity of key
exchange using it.
Public key cryptography is used today in electronic mail services, fax, in virus protection, in electronic
money, Internet protocols, wireless telecommunication, cable TV, to name a few. In all
tellecommunication areas different standards have been adopted such as IEEE, ANSI, ISO, IETF and
ATM Forum.
Most of the public key encryption schemes is based on number theory, so that some new algorithms
were discovered for some well known old problems. In this course we will study these new algorithms
for some number theoretic problems. In the security analysis of the weaknesses of certain
cryptographic protocols we also rely on stathistical methods. The objective of this course is to give
some general overview of the public key cryptography and the most important public key algorithms
that has been used for last 35 years. The following topics will be covered:
- basic concepts in public key cryptography
- finite fields and extended Euclidean algorithm
- public cryptosystems, one-way functions and related problems in number theory (integer
factorization, discrete algorithm)
- digital signature
- hash functions and message integrity and authenticity
- key exchange protocols and identification protocols

Course name: INTRODUCTION TO SYMMETRIC-CIPHER CRYPTOGRAPHY
Number of ECTS credits: 6
Content:
Cryptography has a long and fascinating history. The first known use of cryptography goeas back to
ancient Egypt, some 4000 years ago.
Since then cryptography has become a modern science that relies on some other mathematical
disciplines such as information theory, computer science, number theory, discrete math etc. In modern
society exchange and storing of the information in an efficient and secure way of central importance.
Cryptology consists of two areas, namely cryptography (designing secure algorithms) and
cryptanalysis which attempts to find security weaknesses. Cryptographic ciphers are used to protect
the information of being readable to unauthorized people, modified, or being manipulated in any other
way. On the other hand, the cryptanalysis aims in breaking ciphers so that unauthorized access to the
information becomes possible. A secure transmission of data is of great importance for Internet and
mobile communication, since the range of applications that need secrecy is enormous, e.g.
Payment systems, e-commerce, health and educational systems, military communication, etc. Thus,
cryptology becomes important for the security of the society at large.
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Stream ciphers is one family of symmetric ciphers along with the so called block ciphers. The major
difference between the two is that stream ciphers usually operate on a single bit of information
whereas the block ciphers process larger blocks of data at the time.
A widely known symmetric key cipher is AES (Advanced Encryption Standard), which has become a
standard cipher adopted by the american government in 2002 as a replacement of the old standard
DES.
AES has developed through an initiative of NIST (National Institute of Standards and Technology),
which announced an open call for proposals in 1997. Similar initiative was taken later by ECRYPT
Stream Cipher Project, which was an attempt to identify and recommend a stream cipher suitable for
applications that requires high level of security.
This course gives a solid knowledge about cryptography of synmmetric key ciphers. The following
topics will be covered:
- hystory of the classical symmetric key encryption schemes
- fundamental concepts in the design of block and stream ciphers,
- modes of operation of symmetric key ciphers,
- cryptographic criteria for encryption schemes,
- security evaluation and generic attacks,
- basic building blocks of symmetric key encryption schemes,
- State-of-art ciphers and their security

Course name: PROBABILITY WITH MEASURE (1)
Number of ECTS credits: 6
Content:
Basics of measure theory
Motivation of the term measure, σ-algebras, construction of measures.
Measureable functions, Lebesque intergral, convergence theorems.
p

L - spaces.
Product measures, Fubini's theorem.
Radón-Nikodýmov theorem.
Probability spaces and random variables
Axiomatic definition of the probability.
Random variables and their distributions.
Independence of random variables.
Mathematical mean
Abstract definition of mathematical mean.
Variance, covariance.
Course name: PROBABILITY WITH MEASURE (2)
Number of ECTS credits: 6
Content:
Conditional mathematical mean and conditional distributions
An abstract definition of the conditional mean and basic characteristics.
The existence of the conditional mathematical mean in general.
Examples for the calculation of the conditional mathematical mean.
Conditional distributions.
Transformations of distributions
Generating functions.
The process of diversification.
The characteristic functions.
Approximation of distributions
Types of convergence of random variables.
Weak Theorems of large numbers.
Strong theorems of large numbers.
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Convergence in distribution.
Normal approximation.
Poisson approximation.

Course name: PROBABILITY
Number of ECTS credits: 6
Content:
Outcomes, events, σ-algebras (Sample spaces. σ-algebras of events, probability measures.
Systems of events, Dynkin’s lema. Independence of evens and systems of events.)
Distributions as measures (Distribution as push-forward of measure. Discretness, density of
distributions. Functions of random variables. Multivariate distributions, marginal distributions,
independence.)
Expected value (Expected value as an abstract integral. Expectation as an integral with respect to
distribution. Variances and covariances.).
Conditional expectation (Conditioning with respect to events and discrete random variables.
Conditioning with respect to general random variables and σ-fields, existence. Properties of
conditional expectation. Conditional distribution. Conditional monotone and dominated
convergence theorems.)
Transformation of random variables (Generating functions. Characteristic functions, uniqueness
theorem.)
Convergence of random variables (Types of convergence, relationships between types of
convergence. Borel-Cantelli lemmas. Laws of large numbers. Convergence in distribution.
Approximation of distributions.)
Martingales (Definitions and properties. Optional sampling theorem. Convergence of martingales.
Maximal inequalities.)

Course name: HISTORY AND METHODOLOGY OF THE SUBJECT
Number of ECTS credits: 3
Content:
1. The subject of history and methodology of mathematics and the methods used in it.
The problem of communication of mathematical knowledge, means of communications (stone
engravings, letters, books, papers, blogs, recorded lectures, etc.), problems - solutions. Open
problems, conjectures, axioms, definitions, theorems, proofs.
Abstraction, logic, foundation of mathematics.
Continuous vs. discrete, two paradigms that drive mathematics.
2. Mathematics in pre-Greek civilizations.
Egypt, Mesopotamia.
3. Mathematics of Ancient Greece.
Thales, Pythagoras,Euclid's Elements,Archimedes.
Ptolemey, Heron, Diophantus, Pappus.
4. Early mathematics outside Europe.
- China.
- Japan.
- Islam.
- India.
- South America.
5. Mathematics in Europe in the Middle Ages and the Renaissance.
- Translations from Arabic into Latin (12h,13h century),The cubic and quartic equations.
- Trigonometry, logarithms.
6. Mathematics and scientific and technological revolution of the XVI-XVII centuries.
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Descartes, Bernoulli, Huygens,Fermat, Cavlieri.

7. The birth of mathematical analysis.
- Newton, Leibniz.
8. Development of mathematical analysis in the XVIII century.
- Euler.
9. Algebra of the XVIII century.
- Lagrange, Laplace, Vandermonde.
10. Mathematics of the XIX century.
- Gauss, Galois, etc.
11. Mathematics of the XIX—XX centuries.
- Lobachevsky,Chebyshev, Riemann, Hilbert, etc.
- Group theory.
- Set theory.
12. Mathematics in Eastern Europe, Russia and the USSR.
- Important mathematicians that are often overlooked in Western curricula: Bolyai,
Lobachevsky, Chebyshev, Alexandrov, Kolmogorov, etc.
13. Mathematics of the XX century.
- Great problems and their solutions, such as four color problem, Fermat's problem, etc.
- Birth and development of selected fields of mathematics, such as topology, combinatorics,
theoretical computer science, etc.
- The rise of discrete paradigm to mach the birth of computer and information science,
infomation technology, coding and cryptography, understanding of human genome via DNA,
computer, traffic and social networks, and logistics.

